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It covers the key sectors of transport, energy, industry and climate change, drawing world-renowned experts
from multiple sectors, as well as policymakers, practitioners and industry leaders. Q: What do I do if I need to
report a missing or damaged bag after I have left the airport? If you have a checked baggage missing, please
approach one of AirAsia friendly guest service officers immediately. Bathinda airport is unoperational which
results in slow-development of society. Soon afterwards, there was haze that usually happened only during the
dry season. Principal of Chicago-based Wisner Law Firm Floyd Wisner said that although preliminary
investigations found that weather was a factor, the Airbus A suffered a malfunction of the fly-by-wire system.
The questionnaires are aimed at collecting data on impact of Air Asia on Indian population as well as
comparing it with other Indian aviation sectors. The airline did not cancel the flight. Information provided in
this claim may be used to file with third-party resources as required by the airport or airline when filing your
lost property report. However, one of the investigators, the NTSC's Nurcahyo Utomo, referred to an apparent
miscommunication between the pilots based on the recordings on the cockpit voice recorder and said that the
malfunction should not have led to a total loss of control had they followed the recommended procedure.
Scope for New players 6. Please note that AirAsia does not accept any responsibility for personal belongings
misplaced or lost on board the aircraft or in the airport terminal. At that time, the East Java Regional Police
Department's Disaster Victim Identification commissioner stated that the victims were identified by the means
of post mortem results, thumb prints, and their personal belongings. Another part of our topic is about
bathinda airport. The environmental and situational analysis shows a horizon of opportunities for AirAsia to
grow in Indian aviation market. First, AirAsia will offer its service in locations underserved by other Indian
LCC airlines, it will gain new customers base by providing ultra-low costs which are not provided by other
airlines, it will also use a secondary airport which reduces high airport surcharges in New Delhi and Mumbai
airports, it will avoid high congestion and therefore improve efficiency utilization and with its long experience
in managing the lowest costs and efficient supply chain, AirAsia is likely to successfully deal with the costs of
fuel and other supplies. Arrangements will also be made to assist you should items of baggage arrive
damaged. Many health benefits accrue from these strong air pollution control measures, including reduced
mortality, less cardio-vascular and respiratory disease. Target Population The study targets the population of
bathinda. The joint venture would also mark Tata's return to aviation industry after 60 years.


